The Joy and Pride of Independence
As India hoisted the flag on its 75th Independence Day , the celebration in PSBB T.Nagar did not lose
its fervour in the online mode.
The tiny tots of PRE KG enjoyed sticking the tri colours to form the flag and held it , saluting it while
beaming with joy.

Children of LKG came dressed in colourful costumes, carried placards and posters to represent the
different states of our country “India”. They also learnt the meaning of the word “Independence” and
“being independent” through a short video.

The children of UKG displayed their creativity through tri coloured chef caps and salad with fruits
and vegetables.

Children of Std One dressed up as freedeom fighters and spoke about thier contribution to the
independence movement . They drew and coloured the flag and waved it happily to the
accompaniment of the rendition of “Sare Jahan Se Acha”.

Students of Std Two children spoke about the significance of the colours of the flag, wore the colours
of the flag for a week dress code of the flag colours for the entire week and performed a dance to
“Vande Maatharam” Some students dressed as freedom fighters and did a role play to depict how we
got Independence for our country.

Std. Three children dressed up as freedom fighters and enacted their roles in the freedom struggle as
well as rendered patriotic songs.

Children of Std IV and V performed dances, made tri colour dishes and viewed presentation on the
importance of Independence Day and the struggle for Independence . The values that children of
Independent India should imbibe was presented through a puppet show.
Students dressed up as Freedom fighters- Bhagat Singh, V.O Chidambaram Pillai, sang patriotic
songs and wrote beautiful poems. ATime lapse video of painting of Red Fort was presented by
one child while another used a simple machine to perform flag hoisting. The activities concluded
with a Kahoot quiz on facts of independent India.
Std IV

Std V

The students of classes 6 to 8 had a plethora of virtual activities. Some students of class 6 spoke
about what independence day means to them, while some others participated in a dance drama and
quiz. Students of class 7 made posters showcasing India as she steps into the 75th year of independence
while students of class 8 debated on whether the National Education Policy can reform India.
All students took part in the events with great ardor and gusto.
Std VI

Std VII

Std VIII

A simple flag hoisting ceremony was conducted at the school premises on Independence Day and
patriotic songs were rendered by the teachers
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